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1. CONSIDERATION OF A MENDb Nm5 TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE HEALTH ASSEC!ВLY : 
Item 7.3.6 of the Agenda (Official Records No, 46; Documents A6/19 and'Add. 1 
and 2) (continuation) 

The CHAIRVгAN recalled that proposals for the amendment of the Rules of Procedure 

regarding secret ballots had been put forward at the preceding meeting by Cuba, India, 

Israel, Liberia, New Zealand, Spain and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 

Ireland. As the essential points at issue were ones of principle, he felt that the 

committee might come to an agreement on the question of principle and then refer the 

provisions to the Legal Sub -Committee for detailed drafting. Although the actual range 

of proposals was not wide it was difficult for the Chairman to ascertain the precise 

order in which they should be taken in strict adcordance with the Rules of Procedure. 

He therefore made the following suggestions and asked the committee, and especially 

those members who had made proposals, for their goodwill and co- operation in overcoming 

any procedural difficulties so that the work of the committee might be expedited. 

In the first place the . committee might vote on the principle of whether it desired 

to maintain the absolute status quo with regard to the rise of the secret ballot. If 

it decided in favour of maintenance the other proposals for change would fall. If, on 

the other hand, the vote showed its willingness to consider changes the com mittee might 

then decide whether it desired to restrict the use of the secret ballot to elections. 

That was the proposal put forward but subsequently withdrawn by the delegate of the 

Netherlands. The Chair, however, understood that the delegate of the United Kingdom 

of Great Britain arid Northern Ireland supported the proposal and was anxious that it 
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should be considered. The third stage would be the determination of the different 

occasions on which voting should be by secret ballot. If the committee decided to 

retain the secret ballot for purposes other than elections it should take a decision 

in principle on whether the provisions regarding a roll -call vote should be applied 

to a request for a secret ballot. It should then vote on the question whether it 

was prepared to consider any change in Lhe existing Rules of Procedure regarding 

elections which would permit election by show of hands or acclamation in cases where 

the Health Assembly so desired. 

Mr. BOUСHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), replying to 

a specific question by the CHAIRMAN, said that although the delegate of the Netherlands 

had withdrawn his proposal, the United Kingdom delegation felt that the principle 

involved was of sufficient importance to be put to the vote so that the clear view 

of the committee might be obtained. 

The CHAIRMAN, replying to a question by Mr, MАSON (New Zealand), said that main- - 

tenance of the status quo meant that no change would be made in the present text of 

Rules 66 and 68. 

He asked whether the sponsors of the other proposals would agree to his suggestion 

for crystallizing the committeets decisions regarding principle. 

Mr. BOUCHER (United Kingdom), thought the Chairmanrs suggestions were admirable 

and would completely clarify the whole subject. 
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Dr. HURTADO (Cuba) pointed out that the secret ballot in the case of elections 

was not sufficiently guaranteed under Rule 68 because that rule could be invalidated 

by Rule 66. If therefore the status uo meant the retention of Rules 66 and 68 as 

they stand, those in favour of maintaining the secret ballot could not vote in favour 

of the status quo but would have to call for a limitation to the application of Rule 

66, providing that in no case would a roll -call be allowed where the question of a 

secret ballot was concerned. A provision could be added to Rule 68 to the effect that 

a secret ballot must automatically be allowed whenever a fixed number of delegates 

requested it and that provision should not be 'subordinated to any other rule. 

The CHAIRMAN confirmed that a majority vote in favour of the absolute status quo 

would leave the question of the relationship of the roll-call to the secret ballot as 

it stood at present. Should the committee, however, decide in principle that changes 

should be made, it would be open to the meeting in a later vote to decide whether or 

not that relationship should be maintained. 

Mr. GEERAERTS (Belgium) felt that the committee had not given sufficient consider- 

ation to the remarks made at the preceding meeting by the Assistant Secretary who had 

drawn attention to certain standards of interpretation common in international public 

law. He well understood the concern of certain delegations with the possible impli- 

cations of the provisions of Rule 66 on Rule 68. According to his interpretation, 

the only relation between the two Rules was that between a general rule and the 

exceptions to it. Rule 66 established the general rule that the Health Assembly 

should normally vote by show of hands or by standing. The same Rule also contained 

what was rather a method of application than an exception, in that it stipulated that 
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any delegate might request a roll-call. The intention of the stipulation was to 

enable delegations, on certain important matters, to know the exact position taken 

by each government. But that stipulation applied only to the general rule, that was 

to say, to a vote that was in no way secret. Rule 68 on the other hand constituted 
r 

a specific exception to the general rule, providing that in the case of elections 

voting should be by secret ballot. That exception was completed by the additional 

stipulation that in other cases a secret ballot might be taken if the Health Assembly 

so decided. The principle of a secret ballot being thus established, it was incon- 

ceivable that it could be negatived by the application of a stipulation applying only 

to the provisions of the Rule in which it was included, He felt that the concern 

of the delegations stemmed from the fact that Rule 68 simply stated "in other cases 

a secret ballot may be taken if the Health Assembly so decides ". If the principle of 

the secret ballot were admitted, it was not possible to apply to it provisions which 

were contrary to the very principle of the secret ballot and which would nullify it. 

What was required was to determine how the Health Assembly should take a decision on 

a request for a secret ballot and how, without prejudging the question at issue, it 

should decide whether or not a secret ballot was desirable. The procedure which would 

giие rise to a vote by secret ballot must itself be secret and therefore any decision 

on a request for a secret ballot could only itself be taken by secret ballot. 

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) proposed the closure of the debate. 

There being no speakers against the motion, the CHAIRMAN declared the debate closed. 

The question would be decided in principle on the lines suggested by the Chair. A vote 
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would be taken in the first place on the question whether the absolute status quo 

should be maintained. If that were approved, it would mean retention of the present 

text of Rules 66 and 6® 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India), speaking on a point of order, asked that a vote on 

retention of the status quo should be taken separately in the case of Rules 68 and 66. 

The CHAIR1SAN explained that he was anxious in dealing with the question of principle 

to avoid any detailed questions regarding individual rules. Should the committee 

decide in favour of a change, it could later suggest a safeguard concerning the use 

of the roll -ca11 in either Rule 66 or 68. 

Mr. CHESSON (Liberia) asked whether a vote would be taken on the proposal of his 

The CHAIRМAN said the first question to be voted upcn was thg maintenance of the 

status quo. He understood that that was the import of the Liberian proposal but the 

proposal would not be voted upon as such, 

D_вcision: The committee decided by 27 votes to 15 with 5 abstentions to recommend 
maintenance of the status quo with regard to Rules 66 and 68. 

The CHIIRMAN said that as a result of the decision, the other proposals before 

the committee regarding Rules 66 and 68 did not arise for decision. 

Mr. CALDERVDOD (United States of America) assumed that the interpretation of Rules 

66 and 68 given by the delegate of Belgium would appear in the records, lis delegation 

had abstained from voting because the point to which those remarks referred had not been 
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clarified. He wondered whether the committee was willing to accept the inter- 

pretation given. 

The CHAIRMAN said that while the observations of the delegate of Belgiгjm would 

appear in the records, that particular interpretation was not strictly speaking 

before the committee at the present time. 

He assumed that the committee would have no objection to referring to the Legal 

Sub- Committee the proposed amendments to other Rules indicated in documents Aб /19 

and Add.1 and Аdd.2 and transmitted by the Executive Board in resolution EB11.R24. 

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands), although he felt it would be unwise to re -open 

the debate on Rules 66 and 68, was not in agreement with the interpretation given 

by the delegate of Belgium. 

The CHAIRMAN said that while it was within the competence of the committee by 

a two-thirds majority vote to decide on the re- opening of the debate, he believed 

that most members were glad that the committee had been able to make some progress 

on the question of principle. He reiterated his question regarding transfer to the 

Legal Sub- Committee of the proposed amendments to Rules 51, 60, 79, 81, 82 and 106. 

Mr. NТТТANS (Canada) said that in view of the terms of reference of the Legal 

Sub - Committee agreed at an earlier meeting and the observations of the Vice- Chairman 

at the preceding meeting, his delegation was of opinion that the committee could 

probably deal expeditiously with the remaining proposed amendments without referring 

them to the Legal Sub- Committee. It was stated in the preamble of the Rules of 
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Procedure of the World Health Assembly that "in the event of any conflict between 

any provision of the Rules and any provision of the Constitution, the Constitution 

shall prevail ". The task of the sub- committee would therefore be limited to 

determining whether there was any conflict between the prc osals and the 

Constitution and he believed that the committee could quite easily decide on that 

point at the present meeting, 

The CHAIRМAN felt that it would be useful for the Legal Sub -Committee tо examine 

the text of the proposed amendments in order to ensure that there was no incon- 

sistency with other provisions made in the Constitution or the Rules of Prócedure. 

The committee, if it decided to refer the amendments to the Legal Sub -Committee, 

should indicate that it accepted them in principle. 

Mr. WILLIA (Canada), maintained his delegationts view that the amendments 

could be dealt with by the committee itself in very short order. 

Nr. ZARB, Assistant- Secretary, suggested that it was desirable for the text of 

. the amendments to he examined by the Legal Sub- Committee, apart from other reasons, 

in order to ensure concordance between the French and English texts. 

Dr. HURTADO (Cuba) thought the committee should examine the amendments and take 

a decision on each one. On the one hand, it was not for the Legal Sub -Committee to 

decide on the question of substance and, on the other hand, the sub- committee should 

not be expected to do the work of a drafting committee. If the committee, in 
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considering the amendments, came up against a legal difficulty,.it could ask the 

advice of the Legal Sub -Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said two proposals were before the committee, one that the proposed 

amendments should be adopted in principle by the committee and referred to the 

Legal Sub -Committee for consideration in detail; and the other that the committee 

should itself consider them in detail. 

Decisions: 1. The committee rejected by 32 votes-to б with? 
abstentions, the proposal that it should consider in detail the 
proposed amendments to Rules 51 and 106 proposed by the Executive 
Board at its eleventh session in resolution EВ11.R24,- and Rules 60 
and 79, 81 and 82. 

2.. The committee approved the amendments in principle , 

and referred them to the Legal Sub- Committée for a detailed examination 
of the text. 

2. RECONSIDЕ?ATION 0F POLICY ON PARTICIPATION OF MEМBER STАTES IN CFR.TAIN COSTS 
INCURRED BY WHO: Item 7.6.8 of the Agenda (Official Records, No. 42; WHA5.59� 
Official Records, lai. 46, EВ11.R60; Document Аб /30., page 10,. and Add.1) 
(continuation) . ' 

The CHAIRMAN reminded the committee that at its seventh meeting it hid deferred 

discussion on that item of its agenda. The Secretary had in the interim drafted 

a resolution designed to reconcile the different views expressed by members of the 

committee. He would invite the comments of delegates on the draft now before them. 

Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) proposed the redrafting of the resolution to read as follows: 
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The SixthWorld Health Assembly 

1. NOTES the action taken by the Technical Assistance Committee on 

local costs to be borne by governments; but nevertheless 

2. REлFFIRЮ its belief that, in their practical applications, the 

decisions of the Technical Assistance Committee and Economic and 

Social Council on this subject present serious obstacles to providing' 

technical assistance to the countries where the greatest need exists, 

and further 

З. NOTES that these decisions do not fully meet the request of the 

World Health Assembly in resolution WН' 5.59 and of the Executive Board 

in resolution EB11.R57.5; 

4. SUGGESTS that the position should be reviewed by the Technical 

Assistance Committee and by the Economic and Social Council at its 

next session, and 

5. REQUESTS the Director- General to draw the attention of the 

Technical Assistance Committee and of the Economic and Social Council 

to the difficulties which will be experienced by this Organization 

in - implementing the programme should this decision not be altered. 

Mr. CHESSON (Liberia), said that he thought that some elaboration was needed 

of the "'serious obstacles" mentioned in the second paragraph of the resolution. 

also wished to know what criteria were used by the Technical Assistance Committee 

in deciding which countries should be exempted from paying the lodging and per diem 

costs of experts. His country was receiving Technical Assistance and had found 

those costs exorbitantly high. It would strengthen the resolution if the order of 

paragraphs 3 and 4 were reversed, and proposed an amendment accordingly. 
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Dr. HAYEK (Lebanon) thought that the Secretary's draft resolution did not 

entirely remove the apprehensions felt by some delegations and in view of the 

further amendments suggested proposed that a working party should be set up to 

study the matter further. . 

Dr. HURTADO (Cuba) gave his delegation 'е full support to the amendment proposed 

by the delegate of Pakistan, but suggested that the resolution should specify that 

the Executive Board should study the question at its twelfth session directly after 

the Health Assembly so that a report might be presented to the Economic and Social 

Council in July. If discussion of the matter were postponed until the thirteenth 

session, in January, valuable time would be lost. 

Mr. МASON (New Zealand) recalled that at the seventh meeting of the committee, 

the delegate of Pakistan had maintained that recent decisions of the Technical 

Assistance Committee were no more lenient with regard to the bearing of local costs 

than earlier decisions had beеfi. That was not so, Recent decisions made provision 

for extensive waivers to be granted both in general and for specific projects in 

cases of extreme hardship, and had substituted for an earlier .system the system of 

lump sum payments for the, lodging and per diem costs of experts. The Technical 

Assistance Committee had also relieved local governments of the obligation to pay 

the external travel costs of those who had been awarded fellowships. Those 

decisions, he thought, amounted to a considerable concession, and it would be only 

discourteous not to acknowledge in a resolution. 

He asked how often the authority of the Director- General had been invoked in 

accordance with paragraph 2 of resolution.WHA5.59 for the granting of relief from the 
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requirements prescribed in resolution WHA4.6о. 

In general he considered the draft resolution prepared by the Secretary a 

reasonable and satisfactory statement of the situation and was prepared to support it. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) could not agree that the draft resolution prepared by 

the Secretary adequately expressed the feeling of the committee. Disappointment had 

been felt at the manner in which the Technical Assistance Committee had responded to the 

requests Of the Executive Board and the Director - General. Rather than noting "with 

satisfaction" the action taken by the Technical Assistance Committee, he thought that 

further representations should be made by the Executive Board both to the Technical. 

Assistance Committee and to the Economic and Social Council. The proposal to modify 

living -cost arrangements took effect from 1 January 1954 and to reconsider the question 

at the Seventh World Health Assembly seemed to him altogether too late. By those dates 

countries not in a position to pay local costs for experts would have lost the benefit 

of a good part of the Technical Assistance programme. The proper time to approach the 

Technical Assistance Committee and the Economic and Social Council was at their forth- 

coming sessions. He also suggested that the Director -General should draw the Attention 

of those two bodies to the difficulties which would be experienced by this Organization 

in implementing the Technical Assistance programme if it were not modified in the way 

desired. For those reasons he would warmly support the resolution proposed by the 

delegate of Pakistan. 

Dr. EVANG (Norway) moved the adjournment of the debate and the setting up of.a 

working party to consider the matter in greater detail. 

Decisions The proposal to adjourn the debate was adopted by 42 votes to 5 

with 2,abstentions. . 

It was agreed that a working party should be set up and should consist of 

the delegates of Pakistan, India, New Zealand, United States of America, 
the United Kingdom, Liberia, Cuba and the Lebanon. 
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IREPIBT OF тщ EXECUTIVE POARD ON TSE ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY RELATING TO 
REGIONALIZATION: Item 15 of the Agenda (Official Records Nos. 42, WHA5.6з 

and 4 6, EB11.R50) 

Professor CANAPERIA, representative of the Executive Board, explained to the 

committee the origin of the organizational study on regionalization, and drew attention 

in that connexion to the report on pages 157 - 184 of Official Records No. +6. As a 

result of its study the Executive Board had recommended to the Health Assembly the 

adoption of three resolutions which would be found in parts I, II and III of resolution 

EВ11.R50. The first reaffirmed the principles on which regional organization was based, 

and at the same time drew attention to certain potential difficulties and suggested ways 

Of dealing with them, underlining in particular the need for proper co-ordination. The 

second, resolution dealt with the specific problem of the burden of transportation 

expenses entailed to some Member States and Associate Members in sending representatives 
» 

to meetings of regional committees, and recommended the reimbursement of the cost of 

sending one representative to one session a year of the regional committee, with effect 

from 1955., The third resolution, recognizing the relatively higher costs of regional 

committee meetings held elsewhere than at the regional headquarters, invited the co- 

operation of regional committees in exercising economy in that respect. 

The, CHAIRMAN reminded the committee that its deliberations on the subject of the 

organizational study on regionalization should be influenced by the decision of the 

General Committee to refer item 15 of the agenda to the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters, on the understanding that, if the committee should so decide, 

some aspects of the subject should be referred to the Committee on Programme and Budget. 
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Mr. BOUCHER (United Kingdom) believed there was some inçónsistency between the 

two proposed resolutions uridèдΡ II. and .XII of"EB11.R50, in that the, resolution under III 

aimed at economy whereas that under II authorized the reimbursement of certain costs. 

His delegation was not satisfied that the transfer of а government liability to the 

'account of the Organization was altogether desirable. He would be grateful for an 

estimate of. the cost :to the Organization of bearing those travel expenses. 

Dr. SEGURA (Argentina) said that on the whole his delegation was in favour of the 

proposal to grant reimbursements in accordance with the resolution under I. The cost 

of sending representatives from the countries comprising a region to the region's 

headquarters would not, after all, be so great and it would avoid administrative and 

other difficulties on the part of the governments concerned if the Organization were to 

bear the expense. 

Mr. GEERAERTS (Belgium) wondered if the suggestion contained in paragraph 2 of the 

• resolution under III should not be modified in accordance with a decisión. taken by the, 

comшΡittee at an earlier stage. It had been decided that in view of the present 

budgetary situation of the Organization it was not opportune to set up a special fund to 

help defray the cost 'оf Assemblies held away from headquarters. He tho,,zght'that: the 

same arguments should be brought to bear in a consideration of the desirability of 

holding the meetings of regional committees away from headquarters. 

The CHAIRMAN oЬservеd that paragraph'2 of the' resolution under III 'contained a 

оn1у. It was cÏéar-fróm�Artiélë 1+$of the Constitцtion.that the 'dеёiѕиоn 

as, to the place бf ineeting lay with'tlië re�;iónal committoe. 
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Mr. de ERICE y O'SHEА (Spain) was in full agreement with the, remarks made by the 

representative of Belgium and proposed the deletion of the words "every alternate year" 

from paragraph 2 of the resolution under III, in order to encourage regional committees 

to hold their meetings at headquarters. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) thought that the delegate of Spain had lost sight of 

the fact in certain circumstances for' instance where the headquarters was located in 

one corner of a region - it might be more costly to hold meetings at headquarters than 

to hold them elsewhere. . 

Mr. de ERICE y O'SHEA (Spain) said that the deletion he had proposed still left it 

open to regional committees to hold sessions elsewhere than at regional headquarters if 

they so desired. 

The SECRETARY thought it might be of use to the committee to know that one of the 

considerations in the mind of the Board when it made the recommendation for the re- 

imbursement of travelling expenses (under part II of resolution EB11.R50) was that, no 

matter where the regional committee meetings were held, any extra costs involved would, 

in the course of time, be evened out as between one Member State or Associate Member 

and another. 

In reply to the question put to the Secretariat by the delegate of the United 

Kingdom he could say that the approximate cost to the Organization annually for the six 

regional committee meetings would be *35,000. 
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Mr. GEEВАЁRTS (Belgium) proposed substituting, for paragraph 2 of the proposed 

resolution under part III of resolution EВ11.R50, the following wording which he thought 

would meet the views of the delegates of Spain and India: 

SUGGESTS that the regional committees examine in the light of its 

financial aspects the possibility of holding their meetings at regional 
headquarters or at any other place. 

In reply to the delegate of Pakistan, the SECRETARY explained that the decision 

referred to in paragraph 1 of the resolution proposed under II, that transportation 

expenses should not be reimbursed for representatives of Member States attending the 

second and subsequent meetings of regional committees, had been based on the financial 

situation of the Organization at that time. 

Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) did not consider that the financial position of WHO had 

improved sufficiently to warrant the reversal of the decision. Unless assurance could be 

given by the Director -General that adequate funds would be available, the situation should 

be left as it was. 

• 

Mr. CALDERWOOD (United States of America), referring to the Secretary's mention of 

action taken by the First World Health Assembly, recalled an earlier decision to the effect 

that travel costs should be paid by Member States: the decision that the Organization 

should pay the costs of attendance at initial regional meetings was an exception to the 

general principle. His delegation would prefer to see no change in the situation and 

thought that the *35,000 mentioned by the Secretary might be better spent on programme 

activities. 

There seemed to be a connexion between parts II and III of resolution ЕВ11.F50, and 

it appeared to him that part III had been framed on the assumption that art II would be 
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adopted. He suggested that the committee should take a decision on part II first. 

The SECRETARY, replying to the delegate of Pakistan, quoted paragraphs 2 and 3 

of the proposed resolution under part II. It was not possible for the Director -General 

to give an assurance on the availability of funds, but for the Seventh World Health 

Assembly, in considering the programme and budget assessments for 1955, to make 

adequate provision in the appropriation for that year. 

In view of the comments made by the delegates of India and the United States of 

America, he drew attention to the budget assessment for 1954 (Official Records No.44, 

page 59) which gave an indication of the variation in costs of regional committee 

meetings according to whether they were held at regional headquarters or elsewhere. It 

was clear that the cost to the Organization increased when meetings were held away from 

headquarters. 

Мr. CORKERY (Australia) said that his delegation supported all three resolutions 

presented in EB11.R50. He opposed the suggestion of the delegate of Spain that the 

words "every alternate year" should be deleted from paragraph 2 under III. The 

Executive Board's report on regionalization (Official Records No. 46, page 166) indicate: 

that the Executive Board was well aware of the advantages and disadvantages of holding 

meetings away from headquarters, and had included the words for that reason. It could 

be assumed that regional committees in any case. gave consideration to the possibility 

of holding sessions at regional headquarters, and deletion of the words in question 

would render the paragraph meaningless. 
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Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) was surprised that discussion had so far'been 

limited to parts II and III: he considered part I far more important, particularly 

paragraphs 6 and 7, which referred to the different nature and extent of decentralization 

in the United Nations, the World Health Organization and other specialized agencies. 

Part II needed further study, but he did not agree with the United States delegate that 

part III in any way depended on it, since part III included the material cost of meetings 

and the cost of Sвcretariat travel as well as the expenses of dе ыgatеs. Finally, 

although in favour of eessians being held at headquarters as often as possible, he 

believed that the words "every alternate year" should remain in part III to ensure that 

attention would be given to the matter. 

Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) asked the Secretary for some indication of the future financial 

position of the Organization, which might help the committee to take a decision. 

The SECRETARY:said that if the Sixth World Health Assembly adopted the resolution, 

the Director- General would be obliged to include provision in the 1955 programme and 

budget estimates for the costs involved and it would be for the Seventh.World Health 

Assembly to approve an adequate budget. Only the governments themselves could know what 

amount they would contribute to WEO's budget for .1955. 

Dr. SEGURA (Argentine) said that so fax only economic factors had been discussed, 

but these, though important, were not the only consideration. Surely a major reason 

for holding meetings in different countries was to establish as wide and close a contact 

as possible between WHO and the people for whom it was working. 
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Dr. BАУЕК (Lebanon) proposed, in view of the divergence of opinion in the committee 

• and the uncertainty about the future finances of the Organization, that consideration 

of part II should be deferred to the Seventh World Health Assembly. 

Mr. Сшti SON (Liberia), quoting Articles 4+5 and 4+8 of the Constitution, was con- 

vinced that the reference to frequent regional meetings in different countries implied 

the importance of personal contact in health propaganda. The regional meeting held in 

Liberia in 1952, for example, had been of immense value, and it would be a pity if 

regions which had already planned meetings in various parts of their areas were to be 

restricted to regional headquarters. He proposed that the committee should approve the 

resolutions under I and III but, in view of its complexities, postpone that under II for 

further study. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) asked whether the regional Members had bean consulted. 

Since it was the responsibility of the regional committees to decide when and where they 

should meet, so long as finance was provided by Member countries, he proposed that the 

resolutioпsunder II and III should be referred to the regional committees for comment 

and thereafter be considered at the next World Health Assembly. 

Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) wished to associate himself with the views of the delegate of 

India. 

Dr, van den BERG (Netherlands) also supported the Indian proposal. 

Mr. CALDERWOOD (United States of America) supported the proposal to defer action on 

parts IÍ and III but said he had an amendment to the resolution proposed under I. 
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Dr. GJURGJEVIC (Yugoslavia) supported the, proposal made by the delegate of India. 

Professor FERREIRA (Brazil) said that the question could be looked at from the point 

of view either of finance or of principle. Hе was in favour of the principle of 

regiónalization advocated by the Executive Board, and saw no reason why the committee 

should not adopt the three proposed resolutions as they stood, without committing itself 

on the financial situation which, in any case, could not be ascertained before 1955. 

The CHAIRMAN announced a short adjournment to allow time for assembling the various 

proposals which had been submitted. 

The CHAIRMAN said he would put to the vote separately each of the three resolutions 

submitted by the Exocutive Board in its resolution EB11.R50. 

Dealing with the resolution proposed under I, the Chairman put to the vote the 

proposal by the delegate of the United States of America that paragraph 2 be amended b. 

the replacement of the word 'expresses" by "notes the expression by the Executive Board 

of". 

Decision; The voting on the amendment proposed by the delegate of the United 

States of America being 19 in favour, 19 against, with 4 abstentions, the 
Chairman declared the amendment rejected. 

He then put to the vote the resolution as presented in its original form under part 

I of resolution EB11.R50. 

Decision: The resolution was adopted by 1+3 votes to nil, with 1 abstention. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the committee had before it the proposal of the delegate 

of India that the resolution presented under part II of resolution EB11.R50 be eeferred 
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to the regional committees for consideration with a view to submission of a report to 

the Seventh World Health Assembly. Also, there was before the committee the following 

proposal submitted by the delegate of Lebanon: 

The Sixth dorld Health Assembly, 

Realizing the difficulties of foreseeing at this time the amount of 

budgetary contributions and the financial state of the Organization in 1955; 

In view of the fact that the authorization of the payment of travel 

expenses by I0 for members of regional committees will not go into effect 

until 1955, according to resolution EB11.R50, 

DECIDES that the study of this part of the Executive Board resolution 

shall be postponed until the Seventh World Health Assembly. 

The СHAIRNAы suggested that as the two proposals were similar in substance one of 

the delegates might be prepared to withdraw. 

Dr. HAIEK (Lebanon) and Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) both being agreeable to an 

amalgamation of their resolutions, the CHAIRMAN suggested an amended resolution which 

was acceptable to both delegates. 

Decision: The following resolution was adopted by 43 votes to 4, with no 
abstentions: 

The Sixth World Health Assembly, 

Realizing the difficulties of foreseeing at this time the amounts of 
budgetary contributions and the financial state of the Organization in 1955, 

In view of the fact that the authorization of the payment of travel 
expenses by WHO for members of regional committees would not go into effect 
until 1955, according to part II of the resolution proposed by the Executive 
Board (EB11.150), 

DECIDES to invite regional committees to study and comment on this 
proposal and to postpone its consideration until the Seventh World Health Assembly, 
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The delegates of Belgium, Spain and Liberia withdrew their amendments in favour of 

the Indian proposal. 

Decision: The proposal of the delegate of India that part III of 

resolution ЕВ11.R50 be referred to the regional committees for their 

consideration and report to the Seventh World Health Assembly, was 

adopted by 1+2 votes to 1, with 2 abstentions. 

The meeting rose at 6.25 p.m. 


